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How to attain Immovable State by the moving mind?
Worldly pleasures do not last and the
cheerlessness of human beings never ends;
rather man meets an end at the time of
death. So, what to do? The mind should be
fixed on the source of real joy, eternal bliss.
But the mind is restless, moving. Is it only
the mind that is moving? Even planet Earth
is moving and keeps revolving. It revolves
and traverses a distance of about 28 km in
a minute. Even the Sun is moving,
revolving continuously. The moon is
moving, the wind is
moving, Lord Rama is
also restless, and Lord
Krishna is restless toodancing unsteadily in tune
with his steps. Who is not
restless? So why bother
by thinking that ‘the mind
is restless, the mind is moving...’? When
so many beings are restless, the mind is also
restless. But it is not just restless, it is
turbulent too. It agitates the person. If
somebody looks at someone’s wife or sister
with a lustful eye, it excites the body so
passionately that all the semen produced
by taking food for many days is ejaculated
through nocturnal emission. A film actress,
who may or may not be alive today, is seen
dancing, singing and smiling on screen by
many people who destroy their health by
indulging in sexual fantasies. That is how
the mind excites passion.
So, what to do? My son! Do not worry!
It is a fact that the mind is restless and
agitates one but you are the eternal atman,
consciousness absolute who gives
sentiency to both (the mind and the intellect
which makes them capable of performing
action). If the intellect does not support the
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desire of the mind, and the – Pujya Bapuji
body does not cooperate with it, desire will
come and go on its own. The way waves
come and go (in the ocean); similarly
desires will come and go.

MbVr MŠH$s XoI Ho$ {X`m H$~ram amo` &
Xmo nmQ>Z Ho$ ~rM _| gm{~V ~Mm Z H$mo` &&
MŠH$s Mbo Vmo MmbZ Xo Vy H$mho H$mo amo` &
bJm aho Omo H$sb go Vmo ~mb Z ~m±H$m hmo` &&
“Seeing the moving stones of a grinding
mill, Kabir shed tears. None can escape
unhurt, having come
between these two stones.
(The two stones are the
earth and the sky.) Let the
mill keep grinding if it
wants, why do you shed
tears? Not a hair on his
head could be hurt who
remains attached to the axle.”
Not a hair on your head can be hurt if
you constantly remember the axle of your
Self-God, however, that will require
practice. For crores of years you have been
habituated to practice the slavery of the
mind and to satisfy worldly desires. You
increase the practice of meditation, chant
the divine Name, perform selfless service
and the practice of loving God considering
Him as your own, so as to replace the old
vicious habits. If one can do this, he will
be in comfort and joy forever.
‘The mind is restless... the mind is
restless’, do not complain, brother! Water
is also undulating, Sun rays are also
wavering and even the flames of fire are
flickering! The current of electricity keeps
running in the wires, does it ever cease? It
is also moving constantly. MÍyÍ (illusion)
is also restless and when God assumes a
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Attain Financial, Intellectual and Meritorious
Beneﬁts all at once – Pujya Bapuji
(Somavati AmÍvasyÍ: 14th December)

To remove poverty
Those who are facing issues earning their
livelihood should observe mauna (silence)
on Somavati AmÍvasyÍ (the New Moon day
falling on Monday) and bathe early in the
morning; on doing so, they will earn the
merits of donating 1000 cows.
Circumambulate a Pipal tree 108 times, and
pray – ‘O king of the trees! My salutations
to you who has Lord Brahma residing in its
root, Lord Vishnu in its trunk, and the
essence of Lord Shiva on top. Please accept
my worship, and destroy my sins.’ This will
also earn you good health.
Similarly,
perform
108
circumambulations of Tulasi (Holy Basil)
and pray: ‘O Mother Tulasi! Please destroy
the poverty of my household.’
This is quite important and helpful to
remove poverty, and also for those with
jobs or those having faced a loss in
business, or those having pending dues to
recover from borrowers.
Reap a millionfold benets of japa
Japa done on Somavati AmÍvasyÍ gives
a million times mor e fruit as it does
during a solar eclipse. On the 14th night of
the waning phase of the moon, perform the
japa until you fall asleep, and then upon
waking in the morning, sit for doing japa
silently. You don’t have to increase the japa
count, instead, you just have to get absorbed
(Continued from page: 11...)
message to me, I said to myself, “It is nice
that I have been accepted by my Gurudev.
Since I have been accepted in the heart
of my Guruji, that’s enough, what else
is needed!”
As Guruji said, ‘He will experience the
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in the meaning of the mantra (As instructed
at the end of this article).
On Somavati AmÍvasyÍ, you must
worship Hari (Lord Vishnu) and
circumambulate a Tulasi plant even if it
needs you to leave aside a crore tasks.
Women on their menstrual cycle are
exempt from this; otherwise, everyone
else must perform this without fail. You
will get many benefits – financial,
intellectual, and even meritorious gains.

The method to get absorbed in
the meaning of the Mantra japa
(Worth performing, especially on
meritorious days) – Pujya Bapuji
AUM… ‘AUM’ means the Lord of the
entire Universe – ParamÍtmÍ (the Supreme
Self). Chant ‘AUM’ on inhalation, and count
one on exhalation; then chant ‘ Ànanda’
(Bliss) on inhalation and increase the count
by 1 on exhalation. AUM Ànanda… AUM
ShÍnti (Peace)… AUM MÍdhurya… Just
keep merging in God – who is of the nature
of AUM; it will be highly beneficial.
Perform mental japa also whilst bathing.
Relinquish lowly acts and then perform
japa; observe silence and make sure that
you start your japa with the viniyoga of
attaining God. Before performing japa, if
you repeat the purpose for which you are
doing japa, then the power of the mantra
will be used to attain it.
bliss too’; that bliss of Brahman (absolute
bliss) is such, that despite me distributing
it widely on such a large scale, it never
decreases; and even until now , I am
enjoying that bliss of Brahman. Even you
all are enjoying it. O Grace of my Guru!
Please don’t ever leave my heart.
m
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For Students
Don’t become an epicurean, become a NishkÍma KarmaYogi
(Guru Nanak Jayanti: 30 th November)
Once upon a time,
Guru Nanakji was
sitting amongst his
servants, Shikhs
(disciples),
and
devotees. Nanakji
was thirsty. He said:
Guru Nanakdevji “Oh brother! Anyone
beloved? Someone,
bring some water!”
A crorepati’s son was sitting near Him.
He hurried off and brought a glass of water.
Nanakji saw his delicate and shaking
hands and said: “You brought water? Son!
Your hands seem to be very delicate.”
The boy said: “Maharaj! I was born into
a noble and rich family and I am the only
son. I was raised with such care that I have
never filled a glass for drinking water.
Servants fill the glass with water and give
it to me. Then I drink it. This is the first
time that I have run and filled a glass of
water and that too, for you Maharaj!”
Nanakji saw that the boy filled water
in the glass and brought it, but is also
filling conceit in his heart.
Nanakji said: “If I drink water brought
by delicate hands that have never been
used for doing good to others, my heart
will become frail. I shall become nervous
in trivial matters, and I shall be attracted
to small things…”
One who to wants progress in his life
should do good to others. Benevolence is
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the root of progress in this – Pujya Bapuji
world and the other. One who does not do
desireless service, cannot make spiritual
progress. And don’t make your heart so
delicate that you become nervous in small
difficulties and swollen with pride on
getting a little respect and facility. No.

V¡gm A§{_«Vw V¡gr {~Iw ImQ>r &
V¡gm _mZw V¡gm An_mZw &
haIw gmoJw Om H¡$ Zhr ~¡ar _rV g_m{Z &
H$hþ ZmZH$ gw{Z ao _Zm _wH${V Vm{h V¡ Om{Z &&
“As is ambrosial nectar, so is bitter
poison to him. As is honour , so is
dishonour. One who is not affected by
pleasure or pain, who looks upon friend
and enemy alike, says Nanak, listen, mind:
know that such a person is liberated.”
One who protects his heart from
pleasure and pain upon attaining great
comfort, luxury and objects of pleasure or
losing the same respectively, their heart
becomes able to attain the realization of
the beloved (God). So, one should not get
influenced by temptations of the world nor
frightened by worldly discouragement. m

Inspirational Couplets
Take heart, my dear;
you will attain that goal too.
All troubles will be swept
away by strong self-eﬀort.
O traveller, never stop despairingly,
Guru’s grace will enable
you to meet God, one day.
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Why does a Japa Mala contain 108 beads?
Ambrosial words from the spiritual
discourses of Pujya Bapuji are: “It is said
in the scriptures why there are 108 beads in
a MÍlÍ (rosary). Not 109 or 112… why only
108? Some people do japa with a 27 beads
rosary, some with 58 beads and some with
108 beads. It has its own calculation.
Whatever rules or laws have been
ordained by the authors of the shastras are
made after conducting thoughtful study
with deep insight over the science of
Yoga, humanism, astronomy, and selfemancipation.
Many ÀchÍryas (masters) hold different
opinions. Some say that 100 of the beads
are for the person doing the japa and the
remaining 8 beads are for the spiritual guide
or the Guru who has shown the path. Thus
108 beads are rolled.
It is stated in the Yoga ChudÍmaÔi
Upanishad (Mantra 32):

fQ²>eVm{Z {XdmamÌm¡ ghòmÊ`oH$qde{V… &
EVËgL>²»`m{ÝdV§ _ÝÌ§ Ordmo On{V gd©Xm &&
“The beings keep on chanting this mantra
day and night twenty one thousand six
hundred times.”
We take 21,600 breaths in 24 hours. So
we should repeat the name of God 21,600
times. If we do japa with a rosary 200
times which contains 108 beads then the
mantra japa count is 21,600, therefore there
are 108 beads in the Japa MÍlÍ. But we
spend twelve hours in performing daily
work and twelve hours are left for spiritual
practice; and if we divide 21,600 by 2, we
get 10,800. Therefore we should spend
10,800 breaths in doing japa. If one cannot
do more japa, then one should chant the
mantra associated with the breath at least
108 times. It is written in the Manu Smriti
and other scriptures of worship that if one
does upanshu japa (in a whisper) then one
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gets a hundred-fold religious merit. If we
multiply 108 by 100, it comes to 10,800.
A sÍdhaka must do japa of his Guru-mantra
with the mÍlÍ a minimum 10 rounds. By
doing this, he will be saved from spiritual
downfall. {It is written in the Shiva PurÍna,
VÍyaviya SamhitÍ, Uttara Khanda: 14.1617: “Getting thus the mantra and the
permission from the preceptor the disciple
shall perform the SaÒkalpa with pure mind
and repeat the mantra with the rite of
initiation. As long as he lives he shall repeat
the mantra one thousand and eight times
everyday without thinking of anything else
and devotedly attached to it alone. He
attains the greatest goal.”}
Seen from a different viewpoint, your
mind and body are connected with the
planets and Nakshatras (stars). Your body
is connected to the sun and the mind is
connected with the stars. According to the
Jyotish Shastra (astronomy and astrology),
there are 27 Nakshatras. Therefore the mÍlÍ
of 27 Nakshatras revolves with the help of
Sumeru. Every Nakshatra has four sections:
for example – ChÜ, Che, Cho, LÍ for
Ashwini, and similarly, other Nakshatras,
also have four sections. Now if we multiply
27 by 4, it comes to 108.
Therefore, as per the calculation of our
prÍnas, Nakshatras, and for our progress, a
mÍlÍ containing 108 beads is the best.

Some other facts
It is an assumption that the sun traverses
216,000 kalÍs in a year. The sun moves for
six months in each solstice, UttarÍyaÔa and
DakshiÔÍyana. Therefore the sun moves
108,000 kalÍs in six months. By removing
the last three zeros the number attained is
108. Therefore the 108 beads in the japa
mÍlÍ are symbolic of the kalÍs of the sun.
As per Jyotish Shastra, the multiplication ’
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TriphalÍ RasÍyan Kalpa
A curative measure for all eye
diseases; develops the intellect
and improves the eyesight.
TriphalÍ RasÍyan
Kalpa balances the three
doshas; vÍta, pitta and
kapha, strengthens the
five sense or gans
especially the eyes,
prevents aging and
develops intellect. Its
intake improves vision incredibly . It
prevents dimness of vision, night blindness,
cataract and Kanchbindu (a type of sight
impairment in which the eye remains clear).
Hair grows dense, black and strong. Regular
intake for 40 days in the proper manner
increases memory, intellect, strength and
semen. It shows amazing results if taken
regularly for 60 days. It is a well-known fact
that Bapuji got amazing benefits from this
remedy. He stopped wearing glasses.
Method of administration and dose:
Take 11 gms mixture in the morning and
evening with lukewarm water (for children
it is 6 gms).
Eat only once a day, only easy to digest
sÍttvik meals and food. It is good to take a
low salt diet during these days. Rock salt
over normal salt is more beneficial. You can
consume milk in the morning and evening.
You must leave a gap of two to two and a
half hours between the consumption of milk
and this rasÍyan. Articles of food that are
sour in taste, fried, spicy and hard to digest
are prohibited. Consumption of milk-rice
(especially sÍthi rice), milk with daliÍ
(porridge) and milk with chapati on these
days are especially beneficial.
After the completion of this remedy the
intake of mÍmra bÍdÍm for 40 days will be

Make good use of
every situation
– Pujya Bapuji
Make good use of every situation.
Whatever situation comes in your life –
whether respect or happiness comes, think:
‘The Lord is giving me the honour, success
and comfort to encourage me. O Lord, thank
you for Your boundless grace!’
When you get humiliation, sorrow ,
failure, opposition or misfortune in your life,
think: ‘O merciful Lord, you are giving me
adversity to remove my attachment and
sense of ‘mine’.’
By giving me a test you are increasing
my courage and strength. O Lord! ‘Victory
to Your grace!’ If you develop such an
understanding, no situation will shake you,
and you will get the power to establish
yourself in Self-God with purity of mind.m

Eat TriphalÍ and be strong
One who eats a mixture of Harad
(Termanilia chebula), Baheda (Terminalia
bellerica) and Amla (Emblica officinalis)
with ghee and sugar candy becomes so
strong that he can carry an elephant
pressed in his armpit for a distance of
three kosha (six miles).
One who eats a mixture of Harad
(Termanilia chebula), Baheda (Terminalia
bellerica) and Amla (Emblica officinalis) with
honey becomes so strong that he can
carry an elephant pressed in his armpit
for a distance of five kosha (ten miles).
very beneficial. During the days of kalpa
one must use Netra Bindu (eye drops).
Availability: TriphalÍ RasÍyan Kalpa
can be obtained from the main ashrams
– Ahmedabad, Surat, Karolbagh-Delhi,
Goregaon-Mumbai, etc.
m
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